Crisis Leadership: Planning For The Unthinkable
Synopsis

From product defects to environmental disasters—almost every day a new corporate crisis hits the headlines. In the majority of cases the results are disastrous: costly and time-consuming efforts to establish a positive public image can be wiped out in seconds. The inadequate, and often damaging, response of American business to such adversity proves that we don’t need better crisis management—we need crisis leadership. Ian Mitroff offers a new proactive approach that focuses on doing everything humanly possible to prevent crisis before they happen, rather than merely putting the best possible spin on the aftermath. In easy-to-read, accessible language, Mitroff presents the critical, key lessons that will help managers lead the organization through a major crisis.
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Customer Reviews

Mitroff’s short, well-documented text is a "must read" for operational and strategic level leaders. Mitroff vividly defines the difference between crisis management and crisis leadership through real-life examples that no leader would like to see repeated in her own organization; however, the likelihood of such an occurrence is high since most organizations plan for the thinkable rather than the unthinkable. Mitroff’s seven crisis types, analysis of normal versus abnormal accidents, discussion of the different languages used by managers and executives, and treatment of the personalities of organizations vs. the personalities of individuals are topics worthy of deep reflection and study. However, Mitroff’s succinct presentation provides sufficient background that makes each
topic easy to understand without laborious detail. Although the content is excellent, the author only provides the motivation for doing more detailed crisis planning. This text should be used in conjunction with Weick and Sutcliffe's "Managing the Unexpected" (Jossey-Bass) in order to re-orient corporate leader perspectives on crisis leadership and organizational survival. Knowledgeable leaders are well advised to add this text to their company's leadership library.

This is a good crisis leadership book that outlines the dynamics and understanding of critical thinking in a crisis situation. Mitroff has the inside track for maintaining these types of leadership techniques.

This is a very handy book to those that want to learn how to confront difficult situations. This class was very hands on experienced. I recommend this book to anyone in the management field.

Original and useful analysis. Clear development if the subject matter. Short and concise. Recommendable for C-level reading. Mistakes can be expensive!
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